Applicant Name (please print)

Inspection Date

Knife 1 description:
Knife 2 description:
Knife 1

Knife 3 description:
Fit: Knife should not have any gaps on handle between scales & tang of
knife. Should not have any gaps between handle material and bolsters or
guard, and no gaps between bolsters and tang of knife. Minimal Gap Between guard slot and ricasso of knife.
1
multiple large gaps

3
unfilled gap or
moderate gaps

5
small filled gaps

7
no visible gaps

Symmetry: Knife should be visually symmetrical side to side, unless it is
intended to be a one sided knife.
1
multiple uneven areas

3
at least one
major error

5
minor shape errors

7
no visible errors

Finish: Knife's finish should be visually consistent. Blade should have a
minimum of a 220 grit finish. No underlying coarse grit marks. Plunges,
spine, underside of handle, and finger grooves should have a consistent finish. Handle must have a consistent finish.
1
grossly uneven finish

3
multiple visible
grind marks

5
few underlying
grind marks

7
no visible errors

Blade Grind (6 points) Plunge cuts and grind lines should visually line up.
Bevels should be visually the same height on each side of the knife.
1
multiple uneven areas

2
at least one
major error

4
minor shape errors

6
no visible errors

Edge Sharpness: (6 points) Knife must be sharp from tip of knife to choil
or plunge.
1
visible flat areas

2
not shaving sharp
most of blade

4
shaving sharp
majority of blade

6
100% shaving sharp

Knife 2

Knife 3

Judge 1
Judge 2
Judge 3
Judge 1
Judge 2
Judge 3

Judge 1
Judge 2
Judge 3
Judge 1
Judge 2
Judge 3
Judge 1
Judge 2
TOTALS
(75+ to
pass)

Judge 3

**All dues must be paid before inspection. Applicant must achieve a score Judge 1
of at least 75 from all judges to pass inspection. Knives will fail if any single Judge 2
area scores 3 points or below. No refund will be given if applicant does not
pass. Applicants must wait six months to be re-inspected.**
Judge 3

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

Judge 1 (print name)

Judge 2 (print name)

Judge 3 (print name)

Judge 1 (sign name)

Judge 2 (sign name)

Judge 3 (sign name)

Pass or fail, you MUST mail this signed application to Jason Wilder. 404 Blanco Woods Blvd. Elgin, TX. 78621

